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In overall feeling is happiness and gaiety since Christmas time is drawing near. In order to capture
this amazing mood, Google OS has offered lots of apps in the marketplace. It's a lot easier when it
comes to users to obtain and download Android applications through Google's Android Market
service. Besides users, but even Android apps developers too can take advantage of this services
to be able to distribute and release their particular apps.

when Android apps development is finished, an Android developer needs to sign-up with this
service having her Google account. While registering, she or he also need to agree with terms and
conditions. After getting signed up on this Android Market Service, an Android app developer will be
ready to upload his app. This registration likewise will let her to up-date it have the application
publicized when she is all set. At the time it's released, it's in the court of the end users that will
download it and rate it based on their understanding. Developers could access this url 
http://market.android.com/publish  to get their applications registered.

But, it's not that clear-cut to have the apps published. There are specific factors to be satisfied when
you are all set to go to release the applications. These conditions are set forth by the Market server.
One such requirement is this : a developer should sign an application with cryptographic private key
the validity of which gets over after October 22, 2033.

Next, android:versionCode and an android:versionName attribute in the manifest element of its
manifest file should be determined by an app. android:versionCode is utilised by the server as the
base in support of recognizing the app internally as well as managing updates, and
android:versionName is exhibited to users as an application's version.

The next prerequisite is this : application's manifest file must-have android:icon and an android:label
attribute defined in application component.

It's time now for more information on different Android applications. The operating-system has many
Twitter applications like Seesmic. It includes support for many accounts, a home page widget
displaying most recent tweets. Its magnificent advanced as well as professional design causes it to
be the most attractive application these days.

Astro too is extremely well liked Android application. This is a Windows-style file explorer and its
perfect for people who would like to directly install Android APK files to your gadget, this specific
application would allow one to make it happen and make your cellular phone appear to be like some
type of computer and even makes you in control of the gadget. It's readily available as a free-add
supported application, although for the full version with no adds, you should pay out to get it.

An official Hotmail app is available on Android system as a result of the collaboration of Microsoft
with developer Seven. This amazing application lets you to get a simple, clean user interface, push
notification support and even deal with Hotmail accounts from within the same application. There is
a big list of the applications and these are among the most well liked Android applications.

Android Market offers licensing services which may be used by Android Apps developers. It doesn't
have got specific framework APIs, which means that developers can add licensing to any
application that utilizes a minimum API Level of 3 or higher.
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If your app has a license, at the run time, Android Market is asked by the applications to discover
the licensing status for current user. Only after this procedure, could there be acceptance or even
disapproval of an apps. With the help of this licensing services, Android app developer can apply a
flexible licensing policy with an application-by-application base since each application may have its
own licensing status with a method that is the correct for it.
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